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"Underdog" Status of Paper Money, by Fred Marckhoff
EXHIBITS AT CONVENTIONS

This status of being an "underdog" is nothing new to
the collector of paper money. It is evident at the meetings
of the coin club, where he is usually outnumbered by 20
to I, or even more. It is evident in the stocks of dealers,
many of whom handle no paper money of any kind. So it
is only natural that the same sort of condition exists when
a paper money collector brings his collection for exhibit at
a convention.

Seldom granted more than one category in spite of the
many classifications, each type of paper money must com-
pete against the other. Judging must be made among dis-
similar objects, rather than similar ones. Is an excellent
display of greenbacks better than an excellent display of
colonials, or obsolete notes, or fractional currency? How is
the decision made? Is it based on the monetary value of
the material? Is it based on the gaudy, multi-colored beauty
of the material? Or is it based on the judge's experience
and appreciation of one type of paper currency more than
another? All of these factors as well as others must enter
into the judging picture, false as they are, if the usual
normal processes of comparing like objects cannot be fol-
lowed.

The second downgrading of a paper currency exhibit
occurs in the usual actions of the judges through no per-
sonal fault of their own. To begin with, they are almost
exclusively coin collectors, with the exceptions of the
A. N. A. convention and the larger regional conventions.
His general experience in coins is presumed to be sufficient
to get by in the usual one category of paper money, despite
his almost total lack of knowledge on this subject. To
many, and possibly the judge himself, this single category
of "Paper Money" is a relatively unimportant category
anyway.

How could he appreciate or even understand the numis-
matic value of a collection of paper 25 years in the making
and perhaps complete, or almost complete, if he does not
appreciate or understand the material itself? To such a
judge a few rare large gold coins would no doubt receive

a higher grading in his rating system. Perhaps the inclusion
of points for the completeness of a collection in its own
field would mean a fairer break to the really hard-to-put-
together collection. It would be a necessity if the Paper
Money exhibit is ever going to win a Best of Show Award.
It would also eliminate the possibility of 7 or 8 coins from
one country, attractively presented, from winning over an
uncirculated complete set of Liberty Standing quarters, the
former collected in a few years at most, the latter at least
a ten year collecting effort. This actually occurred at one
of the conventions.

Because of the diversified nature of the problem, con-
cerned as it is with many different people in many differ-
ent places, its remedy is not an easy one.

In addition to increasing the number of paper money
categories, another corrective approach could be attained
if certain experts in each field, including Paper Money,
were appointed Certified or Approved A. N. A. Judges,
qualified to judge in their category at any Convention they
attend. It would immediately improve the uniformity and
standard of the Awards, and give a prestige to the Con-
vention itself. It would be a definite boon to Paper Money
collectors as "one of their own" would be judging their
exhibits.

Perhaps an even more satisfactory solution would be a
"Paper Money Convention." An ultimate goal of unre-
stricted exhibit space for paper money collectors should
be not considered unreasonable. It may become a reality
within the next five years, now that our Society is organ-
ized and makes this one of our eventual aims.

What a thrill to the specialist it would be to see 5 or
more of the best collections of their specialty on exhibit, be
it fractional currency, greenbacks, colonials, obsolete notes,
foreign notes, military scrip, etc., on display at the same
time and place.

How soon will these possible goals be reached?

Foreign Paper Money Classics, by Dwight Musser
The word classic can be used in different ways, as can

many other words in the English Language. It is used here,
as one dictionary puts it, to mean "of the highest order."
In the fields of literature, architecture and art, as well as
in philatelics and numismatics, there are some generally
accepted classics which are well known to those intimately
acquainted with the subjects and to some extent to the
public. Since the systematic collection and study of foreign
paper money has become a recognized branch of numis-
matics, it would seem appropriate that some steps be taken
to define and recognize the classics in this area.

This is not to imply that some expert or official com-
mittee be commissioned to formulate a list of foreign paper
money classics. Classics in any field are not proclaimed,
dictated, legislated or decreed, but rather they earn the

status of a classic by what they are and how they are
accepted, respected and remembered.

Time is almost always an element in determining a
classic. It would be unwise to hastily recognize some classics
in a field that was in its infancy. (Sometimes classics are
the first of their kind, but in many cases their significance
is not grasped until the passage of time has emphasized
their importance.) But sufficient time has elapsed to at
least suggest that some "high order" specimens of foreign
paper money are worthy of consideration as either being
or becoming classics.

Extensive knowledge is another factor that cannot be
overlooked. This simply means that many people must have
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a wide acquaintance with a subject before attempting to
decide which works or objects are of the highest order.
Without suggesting that either individually or collectively
everything is known about foreign paper money, it does
seem that enough is known to begin at least selecting some
candidates for the world paper money hall of fame.

Foreign paper money classics would not necessarily be
selected or recognized on the basis of their appearance or
craftsmanship. It is possible that a note might become a
classic because of some unusually striking design, but not
likely as this is primarily a matter of individual taste.
There are so many notes that are skillfully engraved and
beautifully printed that classic craftsmanship is common-
place. It could be pointed out here that the great philatelic
classic, the unique British Guiana stamp, is about as
unattractive to the eye as anything could be.

What, then, is involved in considering some classics in
the field of foreign paper money? Certainly historical im-
portance would be one thing. Some of the extremes might
be another—extremes in size, denomination, age or perhaps
in design. It should be emphasized that a classic is not nec-
essarily a rarity, but a rarity most likely will be a classic.

And it is here, in determining which foreign bills are
the most rare, that collectors can do the most, working
together, to find out which notes should be considered
classics because of rarity. This should not be a laborious
process of taking endless counts and inventories. Actually
it should be a lot of fun. Why cannot we begin by having
collectors list what they think are some of their rarest notes?
The list should be small, say not over three items, consist-
ing of the notes the collector believes to be the rarest in his
collection. These nominations could be compiled and circu-
lated among several of the most knowledgeable students
of foreign paper money. They would doubtless recognize
some as obviously not rare and could so indicate. The list
should contain some however that would be likely prospects
for highest honors. An all out attempt could then be made
to publicize the candidates and to challenge the entire
numismatic field to prove that the selections are not truly
rare.

This process should result in discovering what are some
genuinely rare specimens and would probably reveal the
existence of a few unique notes as well. If this sounds like
something worthy of our time and energy, if you would
like to see such a project carried out, let your wishes, as
well as your suggestions be known.

—Dwight L. Musser

BOOK REVIEWS, CONT'D FROM PG. 6

incomplete and often vague, a careful study of the extant
bonds was of prime importance in compiling such a book.

Besides a 310-page descriptive and illustrated listing of
the bonds of the Confederacy (including four counterfeit
and one bogus), bonds of twelve southern states, the Terri-
tory of Florida and the Republic of Texas, the book con-
tains a two-page preface and five pages of color plates of
typical bonds. Each bond listed is given a rarity number
and current market values are furnished on a supplemental
sheet.

The book is printed on high-quality paper and has
durable and attractive board covers. Illustrations are large
enough to permit reading nearly all the text of most bonds.
This reviewer notes one technical error which does not
detract from the value of the book. In frequent cases, a
simple framed portrait on a bond is referred to as a
"vignettte," which Webster defines as "any picture which
shades off gradually." We are pleased to note that most
portraits are identified and the producers of the bonds
named.—Glenn S.

Reprinted from The Numismatist.

Roster of Charter Members
A

No. Name and Address
Dealer or
Collector Specialty

190 Addkison, W. E., 626 Chickasaw Avenue, Jackson 6,
Mississippi

C CSA,	 Southern State and Obsolete Bank
Notes

150 Affleck, Charles J., 34 Peyton Street, Winchester, Vir-
ginia

C Colonial,	 Continental,	 Broken	 Bank,	 CSA
and Southern State Notes and Bonds

263 Allen, Peter N., 3357, Roxanne Avenue, Long Beach 8,
California

C U.S. Notes, Especially Fractionals

75 Altz, Charles G., 540 Ocean Avenue, Jersey City 5, N. J. C Japanese and Jeresy City Notes
319 Anderson, Arnold R., 2314 Irving Avenue, Tucson, Ari-

zona
C Chinese Bank Notes

298 Anderson,	 Ben	 0.,	 181	 Garfield	 Avenue,	 Elmhurst,
Illinois

C CSA Notes

208 Anselm, R. Harvey, P. 0. Box 3033, S. E. Station,
Wichita 18, Kansas

C-D Mexico—Revolutionary

189 Anton, William T., 42 Main Street, Lodi, New Jersey C U.S. Currency
307 Ashmore, Marvin D., 2215 Clay Street, Kilgore, Texas C C.S.A.
335 Atsmony, David, 3 Hakerem Street, Tel Aviv, Israel C World War II, Russia, Poland, Baltic States

and Finland
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